Letters

all tropical rain forest soils are immediately and irrevocably destroyed
by cultivation. ·
I find it seldom w;mhwhi.lc making a • The experiments encompass a range
of sophistication and intensificastatement aimed at counteracting a
tion, from high technology to a syspublished article that is ddigncd to
influence policies on ecological plan- . tern based on zero tillage and rota- .
tional fallow (including smother
ning or management. However, the
crops to obviate the need for herbirecent ·article by Philip fearnside
(BioScience 37: 209-214) on "Recides), in which the trees are felled
without stumping. Emerging rethinking Continuous Cultivation in
search findings . on the importance
Amazonia" has induced me to do so.
The ·article presents a one-sided and
of synchrony in nutrient release and
YURIMAGUAS TECHNOLOGY

incomplete view of

~he

"Yurimaguas

plant uptake are being incorporated

J°echnology," and if its message is
into current research at Yurimaguas. It is refreshing and encmiragaccepted .b y those. who influence
Amazonia policies, it could have an
ing to witness a progressive research
unfortunate and retrogressive effect . ·program that ·is receptive to advice
on what I believe is a very promising
and criticis~·ana is adapting to new
development.
·
- information . . -.;'.: . .
My own examination of the Yuri- •The problem of erosion on sloping
maguas experiments, in mi<l-1986,
soils is not unique to Amazonia.
<iocs not support Fearnside's· strong
Once the flat .li,~~.as have been used,
increasing .. con5ervation measures"
rejection Of chis interesting work. I do
(such as contC>ur" banks) must be
·not wish to take issue with all of the
taken on cultivated lands. This ap.technical details of his criticisms; th·
IC~ers of the research program can·
plies in southeast -Asia, Africa, and
do tliat themselves. I would like, how- . South America..It is a problem with
ever, to make the following ·points:
any form of. agriculture and should
not be especi~lly associated with the
Yurimaguas methods. The most im•In m·y discussions with the Yuri~a
guas staff and research ~eadc:rs, the
portant requirement is to keep the
technology was not promoted as
soil covered at all times, a principle
of Yurimaguas systems.
· "the" answer to all Aµtazonia problems, but as "one" answer-and a • I ain not convinced by Fearnside's
refutation of the argument that ingood one. ..--creased productivity of arable lands
• Aq important point, which is igwill reduce the pressure on clearing
nored in the article, is that, if done
more forests.' Food. production
. correctly, intensive·. agriculture is
worldwide is increasing and mar.• not necessarily ruinous in tropical
kets are hard to find. It is becoming
rain forest regions. I examined soil
more important to increase efficienpitsin undisturbed forest and in an
cy of production than total producadjacent land that had had 22 contion. Whether a relatively wealthy
secutive crops in seven years. The A
farmer invests in low-intensity cattle
horizon was slightly deeper in the ·
production on extensive, cleared arcropped area, and the chemical and
eas or in the\ very high production
physical properties were virtually
pastures being developed at Yurima, the same-admittedly (and not surguas will be dictated by their relaptisingly) as a result of additions of
tive economics. I agree that the
lime and phosphate. This fact denies
deforestation · process needs to be
#le very widely. promoted myth that
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examined, more ·closely (and it
would be useful to look at comparable areas in Africa), but· I <lo not
believe that rejection of the Yurimaguas view is warranted.
The Yurimaguas ·research has provided a great deal of very useful information. It is a well-conducted and
progressive program that has much co
offer. It deserves much better than the
denigration containt:d in Fearnside's
.article, and I sincerely hope that the

one-sided and mostly unw;\rramed
criticism will noc have a negative effect on the future of the prograr:n.
B. H. WALKER
Chief of Dit•ision of Wildlife
and Rangela11ds Research
Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Orga11izatio11
Lyneham, ACT 2602
Australia

I. wish to comment on Philip Fearnside's recent article, which I consider
scientifically biased and politically
dangerous.
As a soil ecologist, I have studied
soils and their management in a variety of tropical countries-western Africa (especially Cote d'Ivoire), Congo,
Mexico, and Venezuela. Last ye:ir i
started a research program on Yurimaguas on some biological aspects of
soil fertility as pare of the IUBSi~vlAl..S
UNESCO Tropical Soil Biology and
Fertility (TSBF) program. This work
gave me the opportunity to sec thC:
research being done there, and I was
most impressed.
The first unfair aspect of Fearnside's paper is to speak of "the" Yurimaguas techno!ogy when a great vari. ety of technologies are being tested
there. These technologies, only
evoked in one short sentence, range
from low co high input and include a
large variety of crops and associations
that.make the station one of the better
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examples of tropical agronomic re- 'tions of reduced fallow periods when good-quality agric~lturc. Adequate
search. The so-called Yurimaguas available land runs short. It is also a policies and the positive and efficient'
technology is an advanced and so- subsistence agriculture, which will · .Participation of scientists .are rephisticated one. It demonstrates that never lead to economic development. · quired. There is also reason to hope
a high level of scientific and technical This agriculture is thus less and less that this technology will be accompaknowledge may give good results appealing to youhg people who have . nicd by satisfactory levels of environ. when <lpplicd to tropical agriculture. higher levels of education ·and more mental protection, since, for example,
This is not the first experiment that need to consume than their parents improvement of soil quality is point·
· has g~vcn such . results, and further and grandparents. I know of some less unless parallel measures arc taken
.
.im- · coµntries where these people prefer to to ensure its conservation. ·
research Is likely to simplify..,and
prove this technology. . .
live in towns rather than carry out
The conclusion of the 1978 FAO
In the present socioeconomic situa- this kind of agriculture.
report "Agriculture towards 2000"
tion of many tropical countries, this
If high- or intermediate-level tech- leaves no other option than rational
technology will develop slowly. How- nologics are not developed, the only development to ensure the necessary
ever, techniques derived from the alternative is shifting cultivation, doubling of food production in the
Yurimaguas experience, ~hich re- which has largely demonstrated its tropics over the next 20 years.
quire less input and knowledge, arc limitations. Refusing technology im- ·
·
likely to c;xpand. Most tropiq1I coun- plies the choice of something even
PATRICK LAVELLE
tries are developing, sometimes slow- more destructive and with no ecoMaitre de Conferences a /'Universite
P. et M. Curie
ly, which means that the quality of nomic future. Is that what Fcarnsidc
Coordinating Committee Tropical Soil
human resources a.n d the average kv- recommends? High-input ccch,noloBio/Ogy, and Fertility programme
el of education arc improving, as well gics for oil palm, rubber, or sugar
Ecole Normale Superie11re
as the in.frastructures. Young people cane production are already being ·
Laboratoire D'Ecologie .
trained in agriculture .or agronomy successfully used in some countries,
Unite Associie au CNRS n° 258
are thus able to use more sophisticat- for example Cote .. d'Ivoire, Camer75230 Paris Cedex 05
ed techniques and are understandably oon, Southeast Asia, and Australia.
·keen. to live better than their parents.
In the present socioeconomic con·
..The second side of the problem is text of most tropi~al countries (in- In "Rethinking Continuous Cultiva. the socioeconomic and environmental cluding Amazonia), high technologies tion in Amazonia," Philip M. Fearn·
context of agricultural practices. perhaps.: offer ·incentives for young side argues that the Yurimaguas techSome of Fearnsidc's criticisms of cultivators to · improve their tech- no logy cannot be applied, due to the
high-input technology, particularly its niques..rather tha·n:. a readily applica- insufficient prerequisites presently
possible impact on environment, arc· ble option~.\ A variety of intermediate prevailing in Amazonia (such as inadreasonable, though probably exagger- techniques; including low-input sus- equate infrastructure, competition
ated. An example is techniques avail- tained-agriculture based on the ma- ·disadvantages, poor education, and
able to prevent erosion on steep nipulation of biological processes (as lack of capital of the Amazonian
_slopes even in low-input agricultural .proposed, · e.g.,: in · the above-men- farmers). He emphasizes the dangers
·systems. The absence of winter to !,;oned TSBF program), is being exam- of.:"erosion on sites with alfisols and
control pests does not seem a really iried at Yurimaguas. Such diverse ma- vertisols, he mentions the limited rcserious problem when other factors, nipu la'tions · as · intercropping, serves of rock phosphate, and he
such as seasonal drought or the im- application of mulches of specified . points out the farmers! poor response
pact of predators, have been shown to, qualities, and introduction of earth- · to the new technology in that area.
have equally significant effects. These worm species are being tested in this Finally, he expresses his fears that the
problems, however, arc not specific to program.
*
new technology will eventually lead
the tropics. ·
"·
.
The work performed at Yurima- to more rapid deforestation.
High·input agriculture in temperate guas and at several comparable staThis article does no justice to a
· countric~ is facing serious· problems, tions in the tropics·is very much need- most ambitious agroecological task,
such as soil crosio.0, the movement of ed to provide solutions for the future. an<l it should not claim the prctcn, nitrates towards water tables, and lt is both appealing for the cultivators tious term rethinking. Rethinking
heavy metal accumulation due to the and stimulating for tl:te scientists. would require that first, the ccologiimpurities of fertilizers or sewage Fcarnsidc's argument would have ap- cal problem and the scientific apsludge. These problems emphasize the plied to the situation observed 10 or proach, linked with the Yurimaguas
need .to improve current technology, 20 years ago, and it seems unduly experiments, are presented. Then the
inclu4ing a better monitoring of soil pessimistic when the average cduca- results from the project should be
biological processes~ Though serious, tion level of populations has in- analyzed using c_riteria provided by
these problems· appear unlikely to creased. People have a legitimate need natural sciences. Only by so doing,
threaten severely the productivity of . for a better life, and the problem of can one do justice to this' difficult,
environmental destruction linked to carefully performed, and well-docuagriculture.
On the other hand, traditional shifting cultivation has no solution. mented scientific research of many
shifting cultivation used over much of Possible problems should not be un- years.
the uopical world is .a true. cul-de-sac. . derplayed, but there is reason· to hope . . .. . In order..to make my position more .
It is destructive, especially in condi- for economic development based on precise, I should add my opinion on
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the Yurimaguas technology. In my . not produced until plants arc at least need not be true." He described the
studies on thc"<:rnlogical difficulties of ·three years old. Lousewort popula- Auburn University Arboretum, a
tropical lan<l u~c. I analyzed the data tions grow best on steep riverbanks valuable, low-cost aboretum devdof the Yu rima~uas experimental sta- ·and seem to require periodic · ice . oped on a university-owned site.
·Smaller . universities without adjation. 1 bcc:irnc convinced that only a scouring an<l bank slumpiiJg to prosmall ·numhcr of locations in the hu~ · vide new colonization sites. Much cent land holdings do have problems
mid tropics are as yet suitable for remains to be learned about the polli- that interfere with the establishment
applying the Yurimaguas technology, nation, seed germination, and growth of an outdoor botanical laboratory.
which, in its present state, does not requirements of this species (Menges We at the College of William and
represent a general breakthrough to :i a.nd Gawler 1986, Menges, Waller, Mary have.! devised a number of pronew era of crop production on tropi- and Gawler 1986). Yet Thimann grams designed to use imagination
·cal ultisols and oxisols. ·But I still thinks that nothing would be simpler along with very limited resources and
esteem the scientific work carried out · than to dig these plants up and grow space. Our program has involved
at Yurimaguas. With their sophisti- them in a .botanical garden.
documentation, maintenance, and ex-.
cated experiments, Pedro Sanchez,
'The notion that we can ·count on pansion Of our woody plant collecDal Bandy, Jose Benites, and the oth- zoo.s to save endangered animals is tion, which is integrated into the camer team members have contributed equally absurd. Acco'rding to William pus landscape. The late John T.
tremendously to our understanding of Conway of. the New York Zoological B;ildwin, who initiated our collection,
the intrinsic disadvantage of tropical Society, if zoos were required to said "a collection of living plants at
agriculture an,d of how difficult it is to maintain viable reproductive popula- an academic institution should be
· manage an ecosystem of permanent tions of the animals they keep, exist- comparable to that of a collection of
crops on tropical low base status ing capacity would allow for .the books in the library."
We first identified; located, and
soils.
maintenance of no more than 900
species. There are an estimated five to mapped existing woody species; then
W. WEISCHET ten million animal species on Earth.
we compiled this information in an
Director
Our best hope for the perpetuation inventory book that documents the
Institut fur Physische Geographie · of endangered species lies in protect- trees and shrubs on our campus. We .
Albert-Ludwigs· Universitiit ing natural habitats. Zoos and bo- next obtained formal administrative
7800 Freiburg /BR, den tanic garderis have important roles to support. Resolutions adopted by our
Werderring 4 play· in research and education, to be governing Board of Visitors have essure, but let us not count on them to tablished a Wildflower Refuge and
save the large numbers of animals and the John T. Baldwin, Jr., Collection of
Woody Species. We established a
PLASTIC WORLDS
plants currently facing extinction.
working relationship with the building and grounds staff and landscape
L.
In recent letter, Kenneth Tbimann
Heritage Ecologist architects. Finally, we developed prowondered ·why endangered species
Indiana Department of grams to provide funds for the pursuch as Furbish's lousewort cannot be
· Natural Resources chase and maintenance of native ana·
. protected in botanical gardens, or the·
lnd~polis,
IN 46204 exotic woody species.
snaii darter preserved in aquariums
·our approaches include
(Bi'oScicnce 37: 5). His letter conjures
up visions of a plastic world in which REFERENCES CITED
biological diversity is relegated to ' Menges, E. s., and. s. c. G aw1er•. 19· 86 . Four· •A. Living Remembrance Program,
od
zoos, gardens, and other refuges proyear changes in population size of the en·
which ensures continuing intr ucdemit Furbish's lousewort: implications for
tion of exotic species. (Desired spevidcd by humans.
Thimann apparently sees no· differend~ngerment and management. Nat. Artas
cies arc purchased and held for
· planting when a donor is identified:
ence between an organism in a cage
J. 6 = 6- 17·
Menges, E. S., 0. M. Waller, and S. C. Gawler.
A
ll b
I
[
·
or a·grcenhou~c and t hat same org.'l- ·
1986. Seed set an~ sced predation in Ptdicu·
sma
rass p aque mouottd
nism in its natural habitat. The fascilaris furbishitu, a rare endemic of the !It.
flush for ease of mowing) is inclu<l~ating .and co.mplex .interpl.ay of liv- . John River, Maine. Am.]. Bot. 73: 1168ed. A variety of in vivo remem·
1177·
mg ' thmgs with their envaronrtient,
brances arc encouraged.)
. which provides the framework for
• A program of Senior Class Trees,
evolution, can hardly be simulated in
which provides additional trees, and
an artificial setting.
NE>..7-TO:.NO BUDGET
an ancillary alumni collection.
1
Moreover, saving an organism unFOR TREES
• A program of small garden developmcnt. (Private funds have been desder artificia~ conditions is often much
more difficult than protecting it in its According to Donald E. Davis (Bioignated to support individual garden areas containing trees and
" native habitat. We can take Furbish's Science 36: 700),. "Small universities
lousewort as an example. Recent pop- and junior colleges often rule out the
shrubs.)
ulation ecology studies on this ~low- idea of establishing arboretums be- • Reservation of an area· for native
' growjng riverbank herb show it,.t<? ~e . cause they assume .that.such facilities ... Virginia species. . . . . .
.
an oblig~te ,hemipar:isite.. It d()e~ .. not' . r~utre .a iarge~ amoui;ir..of)~il.d. and a . •An infor.mation~l p..rcigram ~es).gited
r~produce vegetatively, and seeds iire substaniial'mairitenance· budget. This
'to call attention to our unique col-
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